RENWEX: THE MAIN MEETING POINT FOR RES
INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS AND EXPERTS
Russia’s largest trade show of the
main types of renewable energy
sources and electric vehicles

The project is aimed to promote development of
renewable energy sources in the Russian energy
sector and green transport.

The main meeting point for professionals
and experts in alternative energy and
electric transport

It is an opportunity over just a few day to see the industry’s key
companies and attend conferences on the main RES issues .

www.renwex.ru/en

WELCOME ADDRESSES
RENWEX 2019
Pavel Zavalny, Chairman of the Russian State Duma Committee on Energy
“On behalf of the Russian State Duma Committee on Energy let me welcome the organisers, participants and visitors to the RENWEX 2019 Renewable Energy
and Electric Vehicles! Today, the global energy industry is developing rapidly. The number of developments aimed at search of alternative sources of energy
is growing. To capitalize on geographical, physical and climatic advantages, the Russian research, financial and production communities pay much attention to
alternative types of generation which are more profitable by Russian economic, energy-efficient and natural and climatic indicators.”
Sergey Katyrin, President of the Russian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
“On behalf of the Russian Chamber of Commerce and Industry let me welcome the participants, visitors and organisers of the RENWEX 2019 Renewable
Energy & Electric Vehicles International Exhibition. Renewable energy is one of the fastest growing sectors of economy in the world. RENWEX will
enable to fully consider the most relevant issues of development of alternative energy, electric vehicles, and energy efficiency. I am positive it will give
a strong impetus to the development of new sources of energy and attract investments for implementation of promising projects in the alternative
energy and development of international cooperation in this field.”
Yury Manevich, Russian Deputy Minister of Energy
“Let me welcome you to the RENWEX. Renewable Energy and Electric Vehicles International Exhibition! Over the recent years, this country’s policy
makers pay great attention to introduction of various measures intended to promote development of renewable energy sources and distributed energy
technologies powered by RES. Energy transition is a trend in many of the world’s leading economies. It aims at large scale use of clean energy sources
and development of decentralized energy markets. Technologies and equipment for renewable energy sources are developed and manufactured in
Russia. Russian companies are entering foreign markets more actively. These developments mark a new stage for the Russian renewable energy sector.”
Alexander Shokhin, President of the Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs
“On behalf the Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs let me welcome the organisers, participants and visitors to the RENWEX 2019.
Renewable Energy and Electric Vehicles Exhibition and Forum. Under current conditions the Russian fuel and energy sector faces the challenges
of switching to the innovation model of development, using energy and resource saving technologies, RES and alternative fuels as well as minimizing
human impact on the environment. The application of RES in the energy sector requires strong science and technology basis to carry out the projects
planned on both development and implementation stages.”
Anatoly Chubais, President of the Russian Renewable Energy Development Association, Chairman of the Executive Board of RUSNANO Management
Company
“I would like to welcome you to the RENWEX 2019 International Exhibition for Renewable Energy and Electric Vehicles! The share of renewable energy
sources in the modern energy sector is growing steadily. Today, the amount of RES exceeds the amount of conventional energy, and this ratio is
constantly increasing in favour of non-fuel sources. In Russia, renewable energy is a rapidly growing industry having big prospects. According to the
current development program of the industry, it is planned to build over 5GW of solar and wind power plants by 2024. Converting solid household waste
into electricity, that is not yet fully used, has great prospects.”
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RESULTS
RENWEX 2019

63

exhibitors

from

9 countries

3,519

from

42 countries

National pavilions
Germany
Switzerland

visitors
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PRODUCT SECTORS
RENWEX 2019

Wind power

Solar power

Bioenergy, biogas
and solid biofuel

Energy and resource
saving technologies

Hydropower

Electric transport
and electric cars
You can find the full list of product sectors
on the RENWEX website.

www.renwex.ru/en

EXHIBITORS
RENWEX 2019

ROI*

91%
* Source: ROMIR

93%
93%

95%
95%

98%

Satisfied with quality of sales leads
Satisfied with number of sales leads
Would recommend their peers to exhibit at RENWEX
Made new business contacts
Intend to exhibit next year
Reached goals related to sales/sales leads
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VISITORS
RENWEX 2019*
Interests, %

Job title

70

27

34

%

19

54%

CEOs / top
executives

73%

20

Visitors have
buying authority

CEO
Mid-level executive
Manager
Specialist

Solar power

53

Wind power

27

Hydropower

27

Electric transport and electric cars
Energy and resource saving technologies.
Industrial energy efficiency

27
23
21
16
14
14

Network infrastructure and solutions for renewable
energy integration
Bioenergy, biogas and solid biofuel
Measuring and control equipment and systems,
automated process control systems
Geothermal energy
Solid household waste as a renewable energy
source

Results

90%
* Source: Romir

94%
93%

Would recommend RENWEX to their partners and peers
Satisfied with event management
Reached goals related to search for suppliers at the trade show
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EVENTS
RENWEX 2019

Three-day International Forum
on Renewable Energy
for Regional Development

13

events

120+
speakers

2,000+
delegates

Panels


Renewable Energy: Global Trends and New Opportunities



Regulatory Control. Localisation of Production of Renewable Energy
Components: Experience and Prospects for Further Development



Extended meeting of the Expert Council for Science and Technology
Development and Intellectual Property of the Russian State Duma
Committee for Education and Science



Cooperation of German and Russian Companies on Creation of New RES
Generation Facilities in the Russian Regions – Implementation of the Enabling
PV in Russia Project



Swiss Experience: Organisation of Financing of Innovative Applied R&Ds
for Development of Renewable Energy



Digitalisation of Modern Energy: From Local Solutions to Transformation
of the Whole Industry



Use of Renewable Energy Sources in the Russian Regions:
Best Technologies and Projects





Promising Technologies for Power Supply Systems in Remote
and Isolated Power Systems

Biofuels and Biomass: Efficiency of Raw Materials Processing and Modern
Solutions in Waste Utilisation





International Experience of RES Development:
What is ‘Good’ and What is ‘Bad’

Electrochemical Technologies in Renewable Energy: Energy Storage
and Hydrogen Cycle



Electric Vehicles and New Energy Infrastructure



Microgeneration Day
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FEEDBACK
RENWEX 2019
Alexey Zhikharev, Director, Russia Renewable Energy
Development Association
“Now that 800 MW have been successfully introduced, traditional generating companies show
interest in the projects carried out in wholesale and retail markets. They understand these
technologies develop much faster than traditional generation, and their prospects for
development, including those in Russia, are great ones. Now holding of congresses and trade
shows devoted to renewable energy seems quite reasonable. It is necessary to go into
technologies. Both technology companies and expert organisations, which provide related
consulting services, are present here at RENWEX. It shows that the interest in renewable energy
is growing.”

Nikolay Popov, Director General, Hevel Retail
“We are at the forefront of the RES market. We should explain to retail customers and B2B
customers that our products will help them save money, make their production more efficient,
and reduce the cost of products. We have learned about the experience of foreign companies
where such trade shows are very popular. Using this trade show we want to explain to our potential
customers the advantages of our products, what makes us different from our competitors who are
also here. We understood at once that we need a large stand at this exhibition to showcase all our
products. Not only to showcase them but also hold workshops. For this purpose we arranged a
special area, chose materials, and invited colleagues. It drew much attention. In about five years
this trade show will be very large. I have seen the same trends at other trade shows.
The first edition of the RENWEX exhibition was interesting not only for Russian companies
but also for foreign ones.”
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FEEDBACK
RENWEX 2019
Mikhail Molchanov, Director General, Solar Systems
“Formerly we attended foreign trade shows dedicated to renewable energy as visitors. But today
we can showcase what we have done in this field. This year, for the first time, we have made the
decision to participate in RENWEX as an exhibitor. Here we can see a great interest in our stand. At
this trade show we hope to generate new business leads and establish contacts with
manufacturers and suppliers of equipment, share best practices with colleagues, and get a
complete idea of where the renewable energy industry is moving in Russia, what’s the news, and
what to expect.
The trade show provides a unique opportunity for face-to-face networking. It saves much time
especially at the stage of decision making concerning, for example, construction of the plant and
choice of equipment. At the trade show everything is concentrated in a single place, and one
should not spend time on long journeys.”

Viktor Babash, General Director, Institute of k-Technology
“The trade show is timely. We are making a new product and the aim is to show it and interest
potential buyers. The results from participation in the trade show are very good. Today is the third
day of the trade show and we have got a package of preliminary orders. Then we will go to
potential customers and prepare for installation of new wind generators. They have been
developed for small-scale generation and operation in the northern areas. Without doubt, this trade
show is effective for us. It was very comfortable. We have been attended by many visitors from our
target audience – prepared, competent and asking specific questions. When a market appears,
then new trade shows appear. The fact that RENWEX is the first one is just great.”
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EXPOCENTRE IS A LEADING ORGANISER OF MAJOR TRADE
SHOWS IN RUSSIA, THE CIS AND EASTERN EUROPE

97

Trade shows

27,733

Exhibitors

112

26

1,260,018

529,278

Own brands

Professional visitors

Countries

net sq m

Exhibition space

www.expocentr.ru/en

JOIN US AT RUSSIA’S LARGEST TRADE SHOW OF THE MAIN TYPES
OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES AND ELECTRIC VEHICLES!
VENUE

EXPOCENTRE Fairgrounds, Pavilion No.3
14, Krasnopresnenskaya nab.
Moscow, Russia, 123100
Phone: +7 (499) 795-37-99

MANAGEMENT
Vladimir Kormnov

Phone: +7 (499) 795-37-64
Email: KormnovVA@expocentr.ru

Elena Fedorova

Phone: + 7 (499) 795-26-07
Email: fe@expocentr.ru
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